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This assignment does not count toward the final grade.

Concept map
  !  Publish " Edit #

You biggest challenge on this course is to link the different phenomena to each other in order
to see the coupling throughout the atmospheric layers, their causes and their consequences.
To aid this process, the full semester assignment to you is to create a concept map.

Concept map is a conceptual diagram, a type a block diagram, which connects the concepts
with a linking process. Here is an example of a concept map (from Wikipedia):

To get started with your concept map, you can use the concepts/phenomena in the visual
course map. Your autumn mission is to look for links coupling them to each other and
explaining their relationships. 

 

If you have a flow chart drawing tool on your computer, you can use that. Just make sure to
label the arrows with the coupling processes. There are many free online tool for concept
mapping (e.g. Bubbles  (https://bubbl.us) ) as well as open-sources software for download
(e.g. CmapTools  (https://cmap.ihmc.us) ). Or if you rather draw by hand, pen and a paper,
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Points

Submitting

0

a file upload

Due For Available from Until

16 Nov AGF-210 The Middle Polar Atmosphere 27 Sep at 0:00 21 Nov at 23:59

concept map

Criteria Ratings

This area will be used by the
assessor to leave comments related
to this criterion.

you can take a photo of it and upload that for submission. The downside of hand-drawn
versions is the difficulty of changing and reorganising things, but up to you.

 

Submission

The recommendation is to start working on this early and revisit your map once a week. There
will be 2 submission rounds, half way (1 October) and end of the course together with the
field report (16 November). Half way submission will contain most of the theory, which is why
it is interesting. THIS HALF-WAY SUBMISSION DOES NOT SHOW UP AS A CANVAS
DEADLINE FOR YOU, BUT IT IS REQUIRED. I will announce a reminder. This is a pilot
assignment and will not be graded in more detail, just pass/fail. 

Pass/Fail

Pass requires at least all visual course map concepts included and that
each concept bubble is connected to at least another concept with an
explained relationship. 
Fail is missing concepts and/or missing connections.

These are the assessment criteria for the final submission, not the half-
way submission, which is more of a sanity check.


